
 

AMIBCP V4.53l

amibcp_v5.01.0014.docx: update to version 5.0014 of the amibcp iso. amibcp now supports the booting
of uefi firmware versions. to use amibcp for uefi, you must have the free uefi firmware available and boot

the computer with a uefi boot loader (e.g., windows 8.x or grub). the following are the available menu
options. q: amibcp 2.3. i have tried to install this on my system. as it has to load the amibcp core and

then install the remainder it would be no surprise if it failed in the same manner as the previous
program. other programs installed included the amibcp core and a few of the game demos from dos, but
no copy of mybcp.zip. however, i can't see the core running, and it doesn't appear to have been installed

in the correct folder. the same goes for the demos.. amibcp v4.53l (rev. 1.0.0) for win 7 x64 (mt).
currently there is no support for windows 8 or windows 10, but this is a target. i have added support for
virtual machines, as well as a test mode for those of you who don't have a bios to test on. there is an

option to take a backup of the original firmware, including all of the options. during the backup, you can
select which options to back up, such as registry settings, startup programs, boot menu or even the

version of amibios you are using. after you have backed up the default option, you can choose to restore
the backup, or overwrite the original with the backup. i have not created a backup option because there

are some options i think should be saved, but i'm sure the options i selected aren't the only ones you
might want to save.. amibcp 2.42 recognizes the kv7_vm multilanguage file correctly, but only the

language string files are displayed.. i tried to open the same multilanguage file with amibcp 3.13, and it
recognizes it as well (even the extended header is the same) but only the language module files are

displayed.
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So I found another thing where I would like to ask if you have seen it
before. In the file AMIBCP V5.02l with the V5.02 suffix (not the V5.02.2
suffix) on the "Setup" tab at the beginning there is a unknown string

which is named: null or nothing or empty. It is possible to load it. In my
AMIBCP v5.02v06 I have not seen it, though I did not change the rom yet

and I can see that there is a new string in there. When I look into this
string theres the same string in it (a bunch of exclamation marks) I

changed the rom from "en-us" to the "en" language and theres no error.
So when I select the language "en" in AMIBCP, the rom opens without this
error. Could it be possible that this string has some other function in the
BIOS file? When I change the language to "en-us" the string that is in the

firmware before disappears. Please someone know and is willing to
explain what this string is for My issue is that i'm trying to load the rom
firmware using AMIBCP and it says there's an error. I'm having trouble
figuring out what's wrong. Can someone please help me?I've looked for

similar posts to try to find an answer, but they haven't helped. Here's the
message I get: So I have an issue with AMIBCP v5 and the supermicro h11

series of mainboards.I tried to load the rom and get an error: Language
name present in rom exceeds 0x08 in lengh. Setup tap and bios string tab

will not be shown.Gigabyte and Tyan EPIC-Mainboards do not have that
behavior.Ive looked around with UEFITool and changed some stuff but I

wasnt able to make it work, so I decided to ask some more talented
peopleI couldnt find and mention of this error online, so if youve got any

idea feel free to help meScreenshot 5ec8ef588b
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